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“The Ecology of Hope” 

A Sermon by the Rev. Dr. Stephanie May 

First Parish in Wayland 

February 27, 2022 

 

It has been a heavy week. Russia invaded Ukraine. The Texas Attorney General declared 

transgender health care for minors “child abuse,” which the Governor promptly supported.  

And tomorrow is the 10th anniversary of the murder of Trayvon Martin on a Florida 

sidewalk, pack of Skittles in hand.   

 

Even so, there is good news too. Covid cases, hospitalizations, and deaths continue to fall 

locally, nationally, and globally. We’re even singing together today! Also, there were 

incredible stories of brave Russians protesting the war at great cost. And there were two 

court cases this week that held men accountable for their action—and inaction—in the 

deaths of Ahmaud Arbery and George Floyd. While there is still a long way to go towards 

racial equity in the criminal justice system, these convictions affirm that Black Lives Matter.  

 

Emotionally, the week felt helter skelter. Sobering, even frightening news interspersed with 

fragments of good news.  And then there was the crazy weather! Spring made a quick 

appearance on Wednesday only for a major snowstorm to drive things to a halt on Friday.   

 

It’s a lot to process. It can feel like we’re moving across the floor of a bouncy house. One 

step forward and then whoosh, you’ve lost your balance and landed on your bum. The 

squishy, unsteady floor is nearly impossible to move across deliberately, but rather perfect 

for a mosh pit of joyful, chaotic bouncing.  

 

Such uncontrolled movement reminds me of the butterflies in Robert Graves poem, “Flying 

Crooked.” Never the “master of flying straight,” the butterfly “lurches here and here by 

guess and God and hope and hopelessness.” 

 

The Rev. Jane Rzepka picks up on Graves’ image and muses that despite our public images 

of control with “no idiocy, no lurching,” we too “experience long stretches of turbulence.”  

In other words, like the flight of butterflies, our lives are not straight, controlled lines, but 

full of lurching in response to all kinds of hard experiences and difficult emotions. 

 

“Normal lives include these awful parts,” insists Rzepka. Its normal to experience 

downdrafts and sadness, grief and pain. None of us move in a straight line.  Our lives get 

blown off course, we lose our balance, we fall down in grief, in despair, or in loneliness. No 

matter how put together others look, she suggests, there are others here, now, who are also 

struggling. Lives don’t often stay put, they lurch between the places of hope and 

https://allpoetry.com/Flying-Crooked
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hopelessness.  Like the “idiotic flight” of butterflies, we too make our way the best we can 

amidst winds and weather, weariness and hoping. 

 

And over these past two years, there has been a lot of downdrafts, weariness, and hoping. 

There have been few straight lines. Rather we’ve all become familiar with Covid charts of 

rising and falling numbers as well as shifting communications about masking, testing, and 

isolation. Measured against this experience, I love the mental model of understanding living 

not as a straight line but like the crooked flight of a butterfly that “lurches here and here by 

guess and God and hope and hopelessness.” 

 

Lurching between hope and hopelessness has certainly been part of my life experience—

especially these past two years. As someone who has sat in pews for many years and who 

now stands here to preach, I know that so many of us show up on Sundays for a bit of hope. 

As minister, it has not always been easy to find ways to express hope week after week and 

likely some weeks may have conveyed less or more. And yet, along the way, I think that I 

have also learned something more about the nature of hope. 

 

We often speak of “having” hope as if it is something we can possess. But I’ve come to 

believe that hope is not an object that one acquires, haves, and perhaps loses on a chaotic, 

troubled day. Hope is not a noun like an orange or an apple.1 Hope is more like love, truth, 

or beauty—more a quality of living than an object. Perhaps then, rather than say we have 

hope like an object to possess, we can follow the lesson of Finn in the story, (Hope by 

Corrinne Everiss), we heard earlier and clearly mark hope as a verb. We choose to hope. We 

do hoping.  

 

And yet, there are times when it’s hard to hope. Times when we are overwhelmed in a deep 

darkness, devastated by loss, and unable to imagine the next breath let alone conceive of 

something like hope. In a sermon that minister emeritus Ken Sawyer once gave, he 

suggested that at such times others might carry the hope for us.  I know that this image of 

carrying hope for others when they cannot hope resonated deeply for many of you then 

and still now. Indeed, in some heartbreaking moments, doing the hoping for others may be 

one of the best and only things we can do for them.  

 

Significantly, doing the hope for another suggests that hope is relational in nature. Hope 

exists in the relationship of oneself to others around us, of oneself to the world in which we 

dwell. In other words, hope is ecological.   

 

                                                
1 Thanks to my friend Galen Guengerich for this language which he uses to explain the nature of God in his book 
God Revised: How Religion Must Evolve in a Scientific Age, (St. Martin’s Press), 2013. 

https://bookshop.org/books/hope-9780711241749/9780711241749
https://bookshop.org/books/hope-9780711241749/9780711241749
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In the past two years, hope has been harder to cultivate for many of us amidst political 

turmoil, a fight for racial justice, and the widespread impact of the pandemic on our lives. 

We have been living within a relational and situational ecosystem that has often delivered 

stressors more easily than hope. We have been living through a global disaster. Recently I 

read a depiction of the emotional phases of response to a disaster. The initial phase reflects 

the stress of anticipation. You know a threat is on the horizon and prepare. Then there is 

the disorienting impact followed by a rallying together to help in a ‘heroic’ phase which 

generates a ‘honeymoon’ phase of high community bonding. But then, the initial optimism 

gives way to a ‘disillusionment’ phase as layers of discouragement and exhaustion 

compound in the face of fatigue and realistic limits of what can and cannot be done to help. 

In the final phase, there is some kind of coming to terms with the disaster by working 

through the grief.  

 

However, the article explains, this pandemic has not been like a “typical” disaster because 

of the extended stressors that likely also extend the disillusionment phase. Focused on 

nurses, the article points to their need for nurses to keep working and responding to 

repeated phases of crises even as others in the society began to move on. The complexity of 

ongoing, repeated stressors nurses faced increases the likelihood not only of their burnout, 

but also secondary traumatic stress, cumulative grief, or even PTSD.  

 

For those of you who are medical professionals, I recommend the article and more 

importantly, encourage you to consider some of the supports mentioned.2 And, while most 

of us are not medical professionals, I believe the lessons drawn about the complex 

emotional phases of this disaster are relevant to us all. We can all point back to those early 

days of prepping with panicked shopping trips. We also can fondly remember the pride of 

our impressive mask sewing campaign.  But for some time now, I suspect many of us have 

been riding the bumps of disillusionment amidst political divisiveness, variants, changing 

CDC recommendations, as well as persistent racism, xenophobia, and transphobia. 

 

Where is hope in all of this? 

 

What if hope is here and here and here? Scattered around us in our relationships to people 

and to the earth? 

 

                                                
2 Perry M. Gee, Marla J. Weston, Tom Harshman, Lesly A. Kelly; Beyond Burnout and Resilience: The 
Disillusionment Phase of COVID-19. AACN Adv Crit Care 2022; doi: https://doi.org/10.4037/aacnacc2022248 
 

https://aacnjournals.org/aacnacconline/article/doi/10.4037/aacnacc2022248/31678?fbclid=IwAR32Qx8viy0NllfaE-7NUWej3co4BQvpxPTmudymLbsT9WrFmMFzj3r8kyo
https://aacnjournals.org/aacnacconline/article/doi/10.4037/aacnacc2022248/31678?fbclid=IwAR32Qx8viy0NllfaE-7NUWej3co4BQvpxPTmudymLbsT9WrFmMFzj3r8kyo
https://doi.org/10.4037/aacnacc2022248
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What if the question is not where do we find hope, but rather how do we nurture the 

experience of hope in us and others? Or, put otherwise, what can we do to help ourselves 

and others feel more hopeful? To do more hoping?  

 

In the story, Finn’s dad hands him a flashlight, explaining, “Hope is keeping a little light on, 

however dark things seem.” Thanks to his dad, Finn now has a way to do hoping. Then, 

after some time reflecting with his flashlight, Finn notices the MOON—the “biggest” source 

of light and of hope. I love that the hoping of Finn and the other pet owners mingles with 

the hope elicited from the moon as well.  Increasingly, I notice how the ecology of hope 

emerges both from human relationships with one another as well as with nature and for 

some with God.  Hope emerges in relationship. 

 

Understanding hope as ecological means approaching hope not as a singular object one 

possesses or does not possess at any given time. Rather hope is a relational process of 

hoping, of turning on the flashlight, of noticing the moon or the dawn, of sending a Get Well 

note or a condolence card to a friend, hoping for them that they will make their way to a 

different place.  Hope is something we can do and hope is something we can help to foster 

in ourselves and others.  

 

But maybe not everyday. Maybe today the downdraft has you drifting towards despair. 

That’s normal too. “Normal lives include these awful parts.” But perhaps we might start to 

foster hope by taking heart from the idiocy of butterfly flight, trusting that our crooked 

path might lead us again from hopelessness to hope, from despair to some joy.   

 

As Rzepka writes, “It's a help, I think, to accept "the idiocy of flight," the butterfly flight-

pattern so firmly implanted in the human mind and heart. Let the lurching, then, be no 

surprise, and know we're all up there flying every which way, together.” 

 

May it be so. 

Amen 


